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Abstract—Color and color differences are critical aspects
in many image processing and computer vision applications.
A paradigmatic example is object segmentation, where color
distances can greatly influence the performance of algorithms.
Metrics for color difference have been proposed in the literature,
including the definition of standards such as the CIEDE2000,
which quantifies the change in visual perception of two given
colors. This standard has been recommended for industrial
computer vision applications, but the benefits of its application
have been impaired by the complexity of the formula. This
paper proposes a new strategy that improves the usability of the
CIEDE2000 metric when a maximum acceptable distance can
be imposed. We argue that, for applications where a maximum
value, above which colors are considered to be different, can
be established, then it is possible to reduce the amount of
calculations of the metric, by preemptively analysing color
features. This methodology encompasses the benefits of the metric
while overcoming its computational limitations, thus broadening
the range of applications of CIEDE2000 in both computer vision
algorithms and computational resource requirements.

Index Terms—Computer Vision, Segmentation, CIEDE2000,
Color Similarity.

I. INTRODUCTION

COLOR similarity decision can be seen as the process of
calculating the difference between colors and provide a

(binary) decision on their similarity. This process has a huge
importance in many computer vision (CV) applications such
as object segmentation, detection or appearance matching,
where it is often an initial step in the processing chains.
In an industrial context, color similarity decision is being
applied in diverse topics like mineral identification [1], dental
ceramics [2], wine color analysis [3] or corrosion detection [4].

The CIEDE2000 [5] formulation is an international standard
since 2014, with reference ISO CIE 11664-6:2014 (CIE S
014-6/E:2013), and has been receiving increased interest. It
has been recommended for industry applications, showing
high potential in discriminating between colors, especially
those with higher similarity, since it is closely related to the
subjective visual difference (∆V ) perceived by humans [6].
Nevertheless, its wider usage has been impaired due to the
high computation cost, which prevents its application in
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many scenarios, particularly those with hardware or real time
constraints [7]. Moreover, applications that need to perform
multiple ∆E00 calculations, e.g. video processing, will be
seriously affected with high computation times. Even though
the technological evolution has enabled higher computation
capabilities, there is a large number of scenarios that remain
infeasible due to the high quantities of visual information that
must be processed on restricted hardware.

For many applications that require the calculation of the
CIEDE2000 metric to obtain color similarities, only values
bellow a given boundary are important as they represent
colors considered perceptually similar. All other pairs whose
distance is above the boundary can be disregarded, as they are
considered different. In this paper we approach this scenario
and propose novel strategies that enable a reduction of the
amount of times the CIEDE2000 metric needs to be calculated
on these types of applications, while maintaining the same
exact results obtained using only the CIEDE2000. To achieve
this, we propose the usage of simple properties that, when
coupled with a color distance limit, can be used to reduce the
number of CIEDE2000 calculations.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows.
In Section II a brief description of the CIEDE2000 color
similarity metric is presented, followed by an analysis of
applications that use this metric. Section III formulates and
validates the underlying hypothesis of this paper through a
mathematical analysis. A further analysis of the properties
introduced in Section III is explored in Section IV, coupled
with the introduction of a new paradigm for an efficient
color similarity decision. The assessment of the proposals put
forward in this article are detailed on Section V. Finally, the
conclusions and a discussion of the concepts detailed through
the article are presented in Section VI.

II. CIEDE2000 AND ITS USAGE

The CIEDE2000 [5] metric was designed to characterize
human perceptual color differences. The main formula is
presented in Eq. 1, where the parameters (∆L,∆C,∆H)
correspond to the differences between lightness, chromaticity
and hue, respectively. The parameters (SL, SC , SH) represent
weighting functions and (KL,KC ,KH) represent the correc-
tion terms. Finally, the RT parameter is the rotation function
that accounts for the interference between the chroma and hue
differences in the blue portion of the space. For a detailed
explanation of the formula and its parameters the reader is
referred to [8], with additional implementation and testing
material in [9].
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The International Commission on Illumination (CIE) also
proposed other metrics [10], such as CIE76 (∆E∗ab) [11],
CIE94 (∆E∗94) [12], DeltaE CMC (∆E∗CMC) [13] and
DeltaE2000 PF [14]. However the CIEDE2000 metric
(∆E00 ) stands out from the others as it is used in many
areas and industries.

Color comparison is a basic process present in many image
processing algorithms and application. For instance, identify-
ing and measuring color differences is very important in dental
applications, where it has been widely studied in the literature.
Such applications include color acceptability and perceptibil-
ity [15], [16], color accuracy and precision [17], [18] and
description of coverage error of dental shade guides [19],
[20]. A dentistry study comparing visual and instrumental
shade matching was performed in [21], using three CIE color
similarity metrics, namely, the older CIELAB (∆∗ab), the
CIEDE2000(1:1:1), where KL = 1, KC = 1 and KH = 1
and the CIEDE2000(2:1:1), where KL = 2, KC = 1 and
KH = 1. This study recommended CIEDE2000(2:1:1) stating
it provides a closer representation of the visual perception.
Other proposals in the literature stated that KL = 2.3 obtained
better results [22]. However, recent studies [7], [23] still use
the value of 1.0 for the CIEDE2000 parametric factors. Based
on this, we will use this value in our analysis presented on
Section III. In [2], ∆E00 was also compared with other metrics
to study the perceptual and acceptability thresholds for dental
ceramics, and it was concluded that ∆E00 was able to obtain
a good fit for the color difference thresholds.

Even though many different technologies have been ap-
plied to mineral identification, including X-ray diffraction and
electron microscopy, manual observation is still one of the
most employed methods, due to its low cost and speed, but
above all because of its reliability [1]. To enable an automated
and more efficient mineral identification, a new method was
proposed in [7] with the goal of imitating human made mineral
identification by applying image processing techniques. It
employed different optical properties, including color, inter-
ference color and opacity. For the color-based features, the
CIELAB color space and the CIEDE2000 color difference
metric were applied. Very high results were obtained for the
tested materials (above 90%) and it was reported that the
success of the method was largely due to the use of CIELAB
color space and the CIEDE2000 metric. However, the authors
indicated the metric’s high computational time as a drawback.

A saturation test image design method was proposed in [24]
that uses the CIEDE2000 metric to generate test images
with different saturation but equal lightness and hue. The
results show that subjective visual perception is consistent
with the saturation test images. Another study comparing the
CIELAB (∆∗ab) and CIEDE2000 (∆E00 ) color differences
is presented in [23] for the purpose of evaluating the two

formulas and identify the one that better reflects the perceptual
color differences, and whether color perception is affected by
gender. Results show that CIEDE2000 performs closer to the
human color perception.

A color image quality assessment metric was described
in [25], where ∆E00 was combined with the printing industry
standards for visual verification in order to create a subjective
assessment metric. The metric was denominated Q and was
stated as a precise objective score conformed to subjective
perception (OSCSP).

The super resolution (SR) algorithm presented in [26]
employed ∆E00 to generate color difference maps that in
turn were used to compare SR results to ground truth. A hue
linear color space transformation that maximizes the degree of
perceptual uniformity was presented in [27] using the CIELAB
color space as basis and then applying two transformations:
the first maps the initial color space into a Euclidean space by
an optimization methodology that minimizes the disagreement
between stored CIEDE2000 color differences and correspond-
ing euclidean distances; the second maps the first resulting
color space into a hue linear space.

The edge detection methodology presented in [28] com-
bined edge maps from different sources in order to upscale
depth information with limited spatial resolution. Some alter-
natives were shown and the one that provided the best results
was comprised of a combination of edge maps for intensity and
color difference. The latter was obtained using CIEDE2000
color difference, in order to obtain a perceptual color edge
detection that follows the characteristics of the human visual
system. Although this solution provided the best results, it
had the cost of a high computational complexity. For color
similarity decisions using ∆E00, values equal or bellow 3
are typically applied; for values above 10, two colors are
considered to be very different.

III. PROPERTY DEFINITION AND CIEDE2000 RELATIONS

The important benefits of the ∆E00 metric are often im-
paired by its complexity. By analysing the ∆E00 formula
(presented in Section II and described in detail in [8]), the
high complexity of several of the terms is noticeable, resulting
in a formula with a large computational cost. Hence, the
use of this technique in many application scenarios is often
infeasible, particularly when the computational resources are
more limited. Moreover, applications that need to perform
multiple ∆E00 calculations, e.g. video processing, will be
seriously affected with high computation times.

Often, applications that use the ∆E00 metric define a
decision boundary and only consider as similar colors bellow
such value. Examples of this can be seen in dentistry [21]
or mineral extraction [7]. On the other hand, colors above
the decision boundary are considered different. We argue that,
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if two colors are distant enough, so that their difference can
be identified without requiring the full calculation of the
∆E00 metric, then it is possible to achieve performance gains.
With this insight we argue that, if such a maximum value for
color similarity is given, then it is possible to preemptively
perform an analysis of the color pairs and decide whether
the ∆E00 calculation is in fact needed or the colors are too
dissimilar and no further calculation is required. We propose
that: if such a limit for the ∆E00 is given, then it is possible
to assess the expected similarity between two colors through
simple filtering modules. With this process, an assessment
can be made: (1) the input colors are too dissimilar and no
further calculation is required; (2) the previous decision cannot
be made and the ∆E00 calculation is necessary. With this
approach, the number of ∆E00 calculations may be effectively
reduced, thus providing a lower processing time for the full
process while assuring the correct decision results.

To achieve this, it is necessary to identify properties that are
related to the ∆E00 and satisfy the following assumptions:

1- Are discriminative when comparing colors;
2- Are computationally less expensive than the ∆E00 for-

mula;
3- Any decision boundary defined for the ∆E00 can be

mapped to a cut-off value for the given filtering property,
as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Mapping of the ∆E00 cut-off into a corresponding property cut-off.
The space in grey represents the pixel comparisons in which the ∆E00 value
is above the given cut-off, (i.e., represent different colors).

A. Filtering Properties

Computer vision applications that work with color images
often load them using the RGB color space. This is not agnos-
tic to the fact that displays show images using that color space.
Because of that, many algorithms are designed to initially work
with this color space. Examples range from mere background
subtraction with the traditional MOG algorithm [29] to modern
semantic segmentation algorithms such as Mask R-CNN [30],
where the common principle is that the input images that are
all in the RGB color space. Due to this fact, applications that
require the usage of the ∆E00 metric will mostly require the
conversion of the loaded images to the CIELAB color space,
introducing additional time delays.

With this insight, we formulate the following hypothesis:
For a given property P that complies to the aforementioned

assumptions, we argue that there is at leat one mapping
function such that for a given decision boundary for the
∆E00 metric it produces a corresponding cut-off on the given
property. A mathematical formulation of this hypothesis is
illustrated in Eq. 2.

∀t∆E ∈ R+,∀C1, C2 ∈ CRGB ,
P (C1, C2) > f(t∆E) =⇒ ∆E00(C1, C2) > t∆E (2)

where t∆E is the cut-off limit for the ∆E00, C1 and C2 are
two input colors in the RGB color space represented as CRGB ,
and f is a mapping function that satisfies assumption 3 and it
may include a transformation of the color space.

Following the aforementioned assumptions for a property,
we selected two simple properties related to the RGB color
space. Namely the angle between RGB vectors and the eu-
clidean distance between them. The selection of these prop-
erties is mainly due to their calculation simplicity, but also
by their proved discriminative capabilities as demonstrated
in [31], [32] and the fact that by using properties in the RGB
color space an additional color conversion step is required.
Although more complex, an additional property was also
selected, namely the lightness dissimilarity of the colors.
Unlike the previous two properties, the third one can only
be obtained by partially converting the colors to the CIELAB
color space. Due to this fact, the third property is expected to
be more complex than the remaining properties, but its usage
is encouraged by its strong discriminative capability, since the
L component on this color space is closely related with the
human perception of lightness. Throughout the remainder of
this paper these properties will be referred to as Angle (A),
Module (M) and Lightness (L), respectively. Given two colors
in RGB, C1 = 〈r1, g1, b1〉 and C2 = 〈r2, g2, b2〉, the Angle,
Module and Lightness properties are calculated as follows:

A(C1, C2) = arccos

(
C1 · C2

‖C1‖‖C2‖

)
(3)

M(C1, C2) = ‖C2 − C1‖ (4)

L(C1, C2) = |L(C2)− L(C1)|, (5)

where L is a function that computes just the lightness coor-
dinate of the conversion between the RGB color space to the
CIELAB [33].

B. Defining a Lower Bound Function

Given the complexity of the ∆E00 formula, the hypothesis
put forward in Eq. 2 can be proven by demonstrating its
validity for a lower bound (∆E′) function of ∆E00 (∆E′ ≤
∆E00):

P > f(t∆E) =⇒ ∆E′ > t∆E =⇒ ∆E00 > t∆E (6)

By applying variable substitution to the ∆E00 formula
(Eq. 1) we can set a = ∆L

KLSL
, b = ∆C

KCSC
and c = ∆H

KHSH
,

and get the following equation:

∆E00 =
√
a2 + b2 + c2 +RT bc, (7)
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where RT is given by:

RT = −Rc × sin(2∆θ), (8)

and is bounded by −RC and RC , in which

RC = 2

√
C̄ ′7

C̄ ′7 + 257
(9)

The C̄ ′ variable is the mean chromaticity between the input
colors, which is always positive. Thus, we can derive the
following upper limit:

lim
C̄′→∞

RC = 2

√
C̄ ′7

C̄ ′7 + 257
= 2 (10)

Hence, |RT | < 2. Analysing the possible variations of the
term RT bc, namely RT bc ≥ 0 or RT bc < 0, we get that:

a2 + b2 + c2 −RT bc > a2 (11)

Consequently we obtain the following lower bound function
∆E′:

∆E′ =
√
a2 =

√(
∆L

KLSL

)2

(12)

C. Hypothesis Validation

Given the lower bound function ∆E′ (Eq. 12) we can
analyse the suggested properties and mathematically verify the
validity of our hypothesis. For the purpose of this demonstra-
tion, we assume that the mapping function f used in all the
proofs is linear, and has the form:

f(t∆E) = m× t∆E + w (13)

We start with the proof for the Lightness property and we
wish to prove that:

L > |mt∆E + w| =⇒ ∆E′ > t∆E (14)

In this case, we use the absolute value because the difference
in lightness can be negative due to the order of the color pairs
and we must comply to the commutative property present on
the ∆E00 formula. Rewriting Eq. 12, we get that:

∆E′ =
1

KLSL

√
L2, (15)

since L2 = ∆L2. Combining Eqs. 14 and 15 we can get a
new minimizing form (∆EL) of ∆E00:

∆EL =
1

KLSL

√
(mt∆E + w)2 (16)

∆EL =
1

KLSL

√
(mt∆E)2 + 2mt∆Ew + w2 (17)

If we select m and w such that:{
2mt∆Ew + w2 ≥ 0
m

KLSL
> 1,

(18)

we get that:

∆EL > t∆E (19)
∴ ∆EL > t∆E =⇒ ∆E > t∆E (20)

For the Module and Angle properties, we need to account
for color conversion, since ∆E00 uses the LAB color space
and these properties are calculated in the RGB color space.
This conversion requires an intermediate step converting RGB
to the XYZ color space, which in turn requires a white
point reference. Due to general acceptance, we used the
standard RGB color space and corresponding D65 reference
white point through these profs. An important factor in this
transformation is that the RGB values must be normalized.
From the derivation of the lower bound function for ∆E00

we obtained an expression depending only on the Lightness
component of the LAB color space. Thus, we can focus on
the conversion for this component, where:

L = 116fy − 16 (21)

fy =

{
3
√
yr if yr > ε

kyr+16
116 otherwise

(22)

yr =
Y

Yr
, (23)

where ε = 116
24389 , k = 24389

27 and Yr = 1.

Y = αR+ βG+ γB (24)

where α = 0.2126729
255 , β = 0.7151522

255 and γ = 0.072175
255

are normalizing constants obtained from the standard D65
lighting.

As with the Lightness property, we wish to prove that a
function exists such that:

M > f(t∆E) =⇒ ∆E′ > t∆E ,∀t∆E≥0. (25)

Taking Eq. 15, we know that ∆L = |L2 − L1|, where L is
defined as:

L(yr) =

{
116 3
√
yr − 16 if yr > ε

kyr otherwise,
(26)

The parameter yr is obtained from Eq. 23, and has a range
of values between [0, 1]. By analysing the derivatives of the
Lightness function L(yr) in the limits of yr, we can specify
a lower bound function for the Lightness function as:

L′(yr) =
116

3
yr (27)

This leads to a new ∆E00 lower bound, as:

∆E′′ =

√(
∆L′

KLSL

)2

, (28)

where ∆L′ = L′2−L′1. Using Eq. 28 for the Module property:

M > f(t∆E) =⇒

√(
∆L′

KLSL

)2

> t∆E (29)

By expanding Eq. 28:√(
∆L′

KLSL

)2

=

√( 116
3 (yr2 − yr1)

KLSL

)2

=

(
116

3KLSL

)√
(α(r2 − r1) + β(g2 − g1) + γ(b2 − b1))2,

(30)
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Since γ < α < β:

√(
∆L′

KLSL

)2

>

(
116γ

3KLSL

)√
M2 + Z (31)

Z = 2(r2 − r1)(g2 − g1)

+ 2(r2 − r1)(b2 − b1)

+ 2(g2 − g1)(b2 − b1)

(32)

As with the Lightness, we apply Eq. 29 and get a new lower
bound ∆EM :

∆EM =

(
116γ

3KLSL

)√
(mt∆E)2 + 2mt∆Ew + w2 + Z

(33)
If we select m and w such that:{

2mt∆Ew + w2 + Z ≥ 0
116γ

3KLSL
m > 1,

(34)

we get:

∆EM > t∆E (35)
∴ ∆EM > t∆E =⇒ ∆E > t∆E (36)

Finally looking into the Angle property, we hypothesise that
the following implication holds:

A > m× t∆E + w =⇒

√(
∆L′

KLSL

)2

> t∆E (37)

Similarly with the Module, we formulate a new ∆E lower
bound, as in Eq. 31. By applying the cosine rule, we can
rewrite the equation as:

∆EA =

(
116γ

3KLSL

)√
‖C1‖2+‖C2‖2−2‖C1‖‖C2‖ cos θ+Z,

(38)
where θ is the angle between the C1 and C2 colors, which is
the same as property A and Z is obtained from Eq. 32. Due
to the RGB color space, this angle can be at most π

2 .
Given the range of values for angle, we can further simplify

the equation by taking an approximation of the cosine in the
interval [0, π2 ] by using the higher bound function 1 − 4

π2 θ
2,

resulting in:

∆EA >

(
116γ

3KLSL

)√
‖C1‖2 + ‖C2‖2 − 2‖C1‖‖C2‖+Q

Q =
8

π2
‖C1‖‖C2‖θ2 + Z

(39)

Since ‖C1‖2 + ‖C2‖2 − 2‖C1‖‖C2‖ ≥ 0, we can further
simplify Eq. 39:

∆EA >

(
116γ

3KLSL

)√
8

π2
‖C1‖‖C2‖θ2 + Z (40)

As with the Module:

∆E′A =

(
116γ

3KLSL

)√
8

π2
‖C1‖‖C2‖(m× t+ w)2 + Z

(41)

If we select m and w such that:{
16
π2mt∆Ew‖C1‖‖C2‖+ 8

π2w
2‖C1‖‖C2‖+ Z ≥ 0

232
√

2γ
3KLSLπ

√
‖C1‖‖C2‖m > 1,

(42)

we get that:

∆E′A > t∆E (43)
∴ ∆E′A > t∆E =⇒ ∆E > t∆E (44)

With these mathematical derivations, we show that it is
possible to obtain at least one mapping function that relates a
∆E00 cut-off to a bounding limit in the proposed properties.
While these mapping functions can be as simple as linear
models, lower complexity mapping functions may not be as
efficient as more complex models.

IV. A NEW PARADIGM FOR THE EFFICIENT APPLICATION
OF CIEDE2000

In the previous section we verified that the Module, Angle
and Lightness are eligible properties to help decide a color
dissimilarity without computing the full ∆E00 metric. For
demonstration purposes linear mapping functions were used.
However, since multiple simplifications were made when
deriving these models, the impact that can be achieved on
taking a decision may not be optimal. Due to this fact, it is
possible to derive data-driven models that can be more efficient
for certain applications, which would in turn produce a more
notable impact. To achieve this, it is necessary to perform a
detailed analysis of the proposed properties and their relation
to the ∆E00 formula.

To conduct this analysis, unique colors were uniformly
sampled from the images of the Caltech 256 [34] dataset
and the ∆E00, Module, Angle and Lightness between each
unique color pairs was calculated. This resulted in a dataset
with 5 million color comparisons. Figs. 2, 3 and 4 illustrate
the distribution of the proposed properties in comparison with
the actual ∆E00 value for the color comparisons obtained. In
order to observe with more detail the relations between the
properties and the ∆E00 values, three different ∆E00 cut-
offs were considered, namely, 3, 5 and 10. Color differences
above the cut-off are represented in dark grey and in light
grey otherwise. Moreover, the corresponding boundaries for
Module, Angle and Lightness are represented by a horizontal
line. From the plots its possible to notice that, for each property
cut-off, there is no light-grey value above the threshold line.
Hence, a confident decision on the similarity of the colors,
based on the filtering modules, can be made for color pairs
with values above the horizontal line.

Moreover, the plots in Figs. 2 through 4 show that the
thresholds are proportional to the ∆E00 cut-off values. It can
also be noticed that the number of color differences that can be
filtered is very significant (amount of dark grey points above
the line). Note that ∆E00 values above 7 are considered to
represent clear color differences (see Table 1 of [25]).

Given these observations, a validation of their usefulness
from an application point of view may be very valuable. To
do this, we derived two sets of mapping functions for each
property, using their analytical deduction, and checked their
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(a) ∆E00 cut-off = 3

(b) ∆E00 cut-off = 5

(c) ∆E00 cut-off = 10

Fig. 2. Relations between results of color differences using ∆E00 and the
corresponding value obtained by Module. In dark gray ∆E00 values above
the cut-off and in light gray values bellow or equal to the threshold. The
horizontal line represents a suggested cut-off for Module.

coverage on our color comparison dataset. We observed that
the L property was able do discriminate between 60% and
80% of the color pairs. TheM property was only able to filter
20% of the colors pairs, and only on the lowest ∆E00 limit.
On the other hand, the A was not able to filter any color.
These observations correspond to our expectations, as the A
and M functions were obtained through the application of
several simplifications for the lower bound functions. These
discrimination rates were obtained by checking the property
and ∆E00 value of each color pair on the dataset and counting
the amount of times the property value was above the mapped
cut-off. To validate these results we also checked on each of

(a) ∆E00 cut-off = 3

(b) ∆E00 cut-off = 5

(c) ∆E00 cut-off = 10

Fig. 3. Relations between results of color differences using ∆E00 and the
corresponding value obtained by Angle. In dark gray ∆E00 values above
the cut-off and in light gray values bellow or equal to the threshold. The
horizontal line represents a suggested cut-off for Angle.

these cases whether the ∆E00 value was also above the corre-
sponding cut-off and; as expected the error rate was null. Due
to these observations, we believe that it is possible to derive
more efficient mapping functions by employing regressions
models from observed data. To achieve this, it is important
to better understand the behaviour between the properties and
the ∆E00 values, so that correlations can be identified. To
perform this assessment, we analysed the color comparisons
obtained from the Caltech dataset, and, for each property, we
iterated the ∆E00 value between 0 and 30, with an interval of
0.01 units to identify the corresponding maximum value for
the property, and plot these relations on Fig. 5. We calculated
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(a) ∆E00 cut-off = 3

(b) ∆E00 cut-off = 5

(c) ∆E00 cut-off = 10

Fig. 4. Relations between results of color differences using ∆E00 and the
corresponding value obtained by Lightness. In dark gray ∆E00 values above
the cut-off and in light gray values bellow or equal to the threshold. The
horizontal line represents a suggested cut-off for Lightness.

the correlation coefficient for each property-∆E00 pair and
obtained the following results: 0.9917425 for Module-∆E00,
0.9721194 for Angle-∆E00 and 0.9985428 for Lightness-
∆E00 . Since the correlation coefficients are very close to
1 and are positive, meaning that they are positively related.
These observations show that there are clear relations between
the properties and the ∆E00 value, which further suggests
that it is possible to train regression models with experimental
data in order to obtain better mapping functions. Through the
mathematical analysis and observation of the relations between
∆E00 and the L property, we believe that a linear model
for this property can be a good estimator. However, more

advanced and complex models may be required for the other
properties. While different approaches could be applied, we
chose to use a random forest [35] for the A andM properties.
For all these models, a 10-fold cross-validation approach was
followed and the best RMSE obtained for the models were
0.00675 for the Angle, 0.0333 for the Module and 0.006 for
the Lightness.

(a) ∆E00 vs. Module cut-offs

(b) ∆E00 vs. Angle cut-offs

(c) ∆E00 vs. Lightness cut-offs

Fig. 5. Representation of the Module, Angle and Lightness cut-offs for each
∆E00 cut-off.
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Although the RMSE values are relatively small, regression
errors still exist; hence, a ∆E00 difference between two colors
lower than the ∆E00 cut-off may be considered higher than
the derived decision boundary for either property, resulting
in a error on a decision system that employed these models.
To overcome this problem a small offset was added to the
predicted values. This conservative approach assumes some
loss of performance to advert a wrong decision. Fig. 6 illus-
trates the application of this offset in the predicted values of
Lightness. The full line depicts the original predictions and
the dotted line the shifted and utilized values.

Fig. 6. Comparison between predicted and offset added values for the
Lightness predictions.

In order to prove that our derived models were in fact
precise on the obtained cut-offs for the properties, we gen-
erated an additional test set containing more than 150 million
unique color comparisons, using different colors from the ones
used in the training set. We then set multiple cut-off values
for the ∆E00 and obtained the corresponding cut-offs for the
properties using the models. Through the usage of these cut-
offs, we verified on the test set if all of the pairs whose
property values was above the corresponding cut-off, also had
the ∆E00 value above the ∆E00 cut-off. We observed, as
expected, that there were no errors in this evaluation, thus
supporting the reliability of the models.

With these derived models it is then possible to automati-
cally obtain, for any desired ∆E00 cut-off, decision boundaries
for the Module, Angle and Lightness properties, so that any
two colors whose difference surpasses those values can be
classified as having a ∆E00 color difference higher than the
specified cut-off. This is very important as it can be mapped
into a structure that efficiently cuts calculations, resulting in
a significant performance gain without jeopardizing ∆E00

benefits.

Each property and the corresponding threshold can be used
to reduce the amount of ∆E00 calculations necessary for a
given application that sets a ∆E00 cut-off. However, the color
combinations that each property enables to cut are not the
same. Hence, different strategies can be defined towards an
efficient validation of whether its necessary to compute the
full ∆E00 color difference or not.

A. Cascade hypothesis

One strategy for an efficient ∆E00-based color similarity
decision consists on deploying the derived models into filtering
modules on a cascade, as illustrated in Fig. 7. In each module
of the cascade, simpler calculations are performed to compute
Module, Angle or Lightness and an assessment is made. The
full ∆E00 metric is only computed as last resource; hence, it
will always be the last module of the cascade.

Input Colors

Filtering  
Block 1

Filtering  
Block 3

Filtering  
Block 2

CIEDE2000
Calculation

Decision

No

No

No

Yes/No

Yes

Fig. 7. Flowchart of the cascade strategy for deciding if a pair of colors is
perceptually similar.

Each module of the cascade is intended to make a decision:
colors are different and a cascade decision output is made;
or, uncertainty exists and processing is passed to the next
module of the cascade. Hence, it is expected that having
faster modules (with smaller computation weight) executing
first, preferably pruning as much comparisons as possible, will
enable higher performance. Nevertheless, it is necessary to
determine the most adequate cascade structure, i.e., to identify
the optimal order of the operations. It is important to note
that the cascade structure may be dependent on the hardware
architecture. Moreover, the value of the ∆E00 cut-off to be
considered may influence the best cascade structure due to the
associated derived property cut-offs. Hence, for definition and
validation of the cascade, several experiments were performed,
as described in Section V-A. Additionally the performance of
this cascade process can be improved by employing parallel
strategies. This is illustrated in Fig. 8b, where an image is
divided in several parts, and each one is processed separately.

V. EVALUATION STRATEGY AND RESULTS

This section describes the assessment of the proposed
methodologies, demonstrating their usability and performance
gains, compared to direct applications of the ∆E00 formula.
This assessment is divided into two subsections. The first
subsection analysis the usability of the proposed properties in
a cascade deployment using a simple practical application. For
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TABLE I
IDENTIFICATION OF POSSIBLE CASCADE STRUCTURES. EVEN THOUGH IT

IS NOT REPRESENTED, THE ∆E00 BLOCK WILL ALWAYS BE THE LAST
MODULE OF THE CASCADE.

# Order in cascade ID1 2 3

1 Module - - M
2 Angle - - A
3 Lightness - - L
4 Module Angle - MA
5 Module Lightness - ML
6 Angle Module - AM
7 Angle Lightness - AL
8 Lightness Angle - LA
9 Lightness Module - LM
10 Module Angle Lightness MAL
11 Module Lightness Angle MLA
12 Angle Lightness Module ALM
13 Angle Module Lightness AML
14 Lightness Module Angle LMA
15 Lightness Angle Module LAM

this, multiple cascade possibilities are studied in both single
and multi-core (i.e., with parallelization), as well as in different
hardware architectures. In the second subsection, the proposal
is assessed over a real application to determine its effectiveness
and precision.

A. Cascade Assessment

The order of the filtering blocks in the proposed cascade
strategy will certainly influence the performance of the overall
process for obtaining a color similarity decision, more specifi-
cally the time reduction that can be obtained with this strategy,
compared to the direct calculation of the ∆E00 metric. Given
the three properties put forward in this paper, there are 15
possible combinations for the cascade, as identified in Table I.

Due to the nature of the filtering modules, each of them will
prune different color pairs, influencing the overall performance
of the cascade. To evaluate all these possibilities, we imple-
mented a simple segmentation algorithm that, given an image,
a color model and a ∆E00 cut-off, produces a binary image
that highlights only the pixels with a color difference to the
model bellow the set cut-off. An illustration of the algorithm
for both single core and multi-core (with division of the data)
approaches is presented in Fig. 8. The idea behind the parallel
approach is that, since similarity between each pixel in the
image and the model is independent, the image can be divided
into parts and process each part on different cores, maximizing
the usage of the CPU.

In order to provide an unbiased evaluation on this algorithm,
we selected as models the unique colors represented in the
color bank [36]. We then extracted a representative subset of
the images from the Caltech 256 [34] and the RAISE [37]
datasets, which is composed of 4K resolution images, and
applied our algorithm on each image on this subset. Fig. 9
depicts samples of the images used in this experiment.

The performance evaluation of this algorithm was per-
formed in three different computer architectures to understand
the impact of the cascade structure in different hardware.
Specifically, the following architectures were used: (1) a
desktop computer equipped with an Intel i7 4471 processor @
3.5Ghz; (2) a Raspberry Pi 2 Model B; (3) a Samsung Galaxy

TABLE II
CASCADE PERFORMANCE ON A DESKTOP COMPUTER FOR A ∆E00 = 3

FOR THE CALTECH 256 DATASET USING A SINGLE CORE APPROACH.

∆E00 = 3

Cascade
Structure

Time
(sec)

CPU
Cycles

Time
Reduction

Cycles
Reduction

∆E00 2121.82 7.427× 1012 - -
A 712.254 2.492× 1012 -66.43% -66.45%

AL 462.746 1.619× 1012 -78.19% -78.20%
AM 87.064 3.047× 1011 -95.90% -95.90%

ALM 98.578 3.450× 1011 -95.35% -95.35%
AML 429.642 1.503× 1012 -79.75% -79.76%

L 1319.91 4.617× 1012 -37.79% -37.83%
LA 1166.08 4.080× 1012 -45.04% -45.07%
LM 1129.93 3.953× 1012 -46.75% -46.77%

LAM 1134.08 3.967× 1012 -46.55% -46.58%
LMA 1129.67 3.952× 1012 -46.76% -46.78%

M 45.911 1.607× 1011 -97.84% -97.84%
MA 46.706 1.634× 1011 -97.80% -97.80%
ML 57.502 2.014× 1011 -97.29% -97.29%

MAL 58.111 2.034× 1011 -97.26% -97.26%
MLA 58.094 2.034× 1011 -97.26% -97.26%

S6 smartphone. The algorithm was implemented in C++ for
the first two environments and in Java for the smartphone.
In these experiments no explicit GPU acceleration was used
and the CPU time and cycles allocated the process were
measured. We chose to show the results obtained for four
different ∆E00 cut-off values, namely 3, 5, 7, 10, because of
their relation to the human notion of similarity [25]. For
this evaluation, the cut-offs for the properties described by
these ∆E00 values were obtained from the derived models, as
described in Section III.

Table II details the results obtained on the desktop computer
on all the proposed cascade strategies for a ∆E00 cut-off of 3.
In this table, two measures are compared, namely, the elapsed
time for the processes and the amount of CPU cycles used.
From these values its observable that the CPU cycles and the
processing time required are directly proportional, as can also
be observed in the percentage difference from the full formula
calculation. In order to provide an additional comparison that
illustrates the significancy of the temporal gains, we calculated
the frames per second obtained using the ∆E00 approach and
the MLA cascade and registered the values of 0.052 and 1.91,
which clearly shows how much impact this methodology can
have.

A summary of the time reductions obtained for the proposed
cut-off values can be observed in Table III. These results
show that, generally, filtering by Module as the first com-
ponent of the cascade results in greater performance gains,
which is consistent with the fact that the module is the less
computationally demanding operation of the three proposed
properties. This is particularly true as the ∆E00 cut-off value
decreases; the lower the cut-off, the higher the amount of
colors that can be discriminated by the properties. Using
Lightness as the first block on the cascade leads to lower
gains, as it is computationally more demanding than the
other two properties. Moreover, these findings are consistent
with the comment that, for the Module and Angle, the use
of linear mapping functions are not the more efficient. It
is also interesting to note that the largest gain is obtained
with the combination Module-Angle; the addition of Lightness
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(a) Serial processing of the pixels in an image.
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(b) Division of the data for parallel processing.

Fig. 8. Image processing possibilities taking advantage of CPUs with multiple cores. The Fast Color Decision (FCD) module represents one of the two
proposed strategies.

Fig. 9. Mosaic with samples from the three image datasets used in the study.

as the third block results in a slightly smaller gain. These
observations are also true in the 4K images of the dataset
RAISE, as seen in Table IV. Due to the similarity between
the results obtained in both datasets for all the cascades and

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF THE CASCADE RESULTS WHEN USING THE DESKTOP FOR

THE CALTECH 256 DATASET USING A SINGLE CORE APPROACH.

Relative Gains

Cascade
Struct. ∆E00 = 3 ∆E00 = 5 ∆E00 = 7 ∆E00 = 10

A -66.43% -51.24% -50.75% -36.68%
AL -78.19% -66.23% -63.48% -47.83%
AM -95.90% -85.73% -85.46% -71.33%

ALM -95.35% -67.08% -64.88% -48.89%
AML -79.75% -85.44% -83.23% -67.21%

L -37.79% -32.46% -25.88% -17.98%
LA -45.04% -41.10% -38.36% -30.10%
LM -46.75% -41.21% -38.51% -27.16%

LAM -46.55% -42.49% -39.73% -31.15%
LMA -46.76% -42.48% -40.02% -31.36%

M -97.84% -85.03% -84.56% -66.01%
MA -97.80% -87.46% -87.10% -72.59%
ML -97.29% -84.82% -81.95% -60.76%

MAL -97.26% -87.13% -84.87% -68.45%
MLA -97.26% -85.84% -83.42% -64.88%

hardware architectures, we chose to only show the tables with
the results for the Caltech 256 dataset, as the extrapolated
conclusions were the same.

The results of the same experiments performed on a Rasp-
berry Pi 2 Model B are presented in Table V. Its noticeable
that they are consistent with the results obtained on the desktop
computer, with relative gains of the same order. We can also
observe that the cascades starting with the Module are also
the most efficient.

The rankings for the Android device are presented on
Table VI, with overall relative gains lower than on the other
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TABLE IV
CASCADE PERFORMANCE ON A DESKTOP COMPUTER FOR A ∆E00 = 5
ON THE RAISE SUBSET USING A SINGLE CORE APPROACH. THE BEST

RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED.

Cascade
Structure

Time
(sec)

Time
Reduction

∆E00 13040.60 -
A 6641.31 -49.07%

AL 4675.82 -64.14%
AM 2020.31 -84.51%

ALM 4530.91 -65.26%
AML 2041.87 -84.34%

L 8951.73 -31.35%
LA 7802.66 -40.17%
LM 7743.48 -40.62%

LAM 7603.50 -41.69%
LMA 7587.25 -41.82%

M 2097.65 -83.91%
MA 1802.53 -86.18%
ML 2116.47 -83.77%

MAL 1830.36 -85.96%
MLA 1990.51 -84.74%

TABLE V
SUMMARY OF THE CASCADE RESULTS WHEN USING THE RASPBERRY PI

FOR THE CALTECH 256 DATASET USING A SINGLE CORE APPROACH.

Relative Gains

Cascade
Structure ∆E00 = 3 ∆E00 = 5 ∆E00 = 7 ∆E00 = 10

A -66.73% -51.35% -51.37% -36.78%
AL -80.30% -70.30% -67.08% -52.28%
AM -96.13% -86.36% -85.77% -71.58%

ALM -82.09% -70.38% -68.68% -53.49%
AML -95.63% -86.48% -84.29% -69.13%

L -42.39% -38.93% -32.07% -23.66%
LA -50.78% -48.68% -45.13% -36.65%
LM -52.70% -48.77% -45.36% -33.70%

LAM -52.47% -48.95% -46.66% -37.83%
LMA -52.61% -48.18% -46.91% -37.98%

M -97.95% -85.18% -84.68% -66.07%
MA -97.92% -87.63% -87.28% -72.71%
ML -97.44% -86.00% -82.89% -62.67%

MAL -97.43% -88.13% -85.70% -70.03%
MLA -97.43% -87.04% -84.64% -67.37%

cases. Another interesting fact is that some cascades with
the Angle as first block have higher performance gains than
cascades starting with Module. Nevertheless, the gains are still
very significant, ranging from 64% to 88%. These differences
in the results are undoubtedly related to the different CPU
architectures and programming languages used. Nonetheless
the results show that the gain of the proposed strategy is always
significant.

Table VII details the summary of the relative gains obtained
using the desktop computer using a parallel strategy. To
perform this evaluation, we divided each input image into 4
equal parts, and issued a thread that processed the algorithm
using each of these parts. Although the performance gains are
similar to the results of the sequential approach presented in
Table III, a slight loss in performance is noticed mainly due
the thread overhead. This behaviour is analogous in all of the
tested architectures and different ∆E00 cut-offs.

B. Assessment in a real application

In order to asses our proposal in a real application, we
implemented a soccer player detection and team discrimination
algorithm. To evaluate this application we used the dataset IS-
SIA [38], which consists of several videos of a game between

TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF THE CASCADE RESULTS WHEN USING THE SMARTPHONE

FOR THE CALTECH 256 DATASET USING A SINGLE CORE APPROACH.

Relative Gains

Cascade
Structure ∆E00 = 3 ∆E00 = 5 ∆E00 = 7 ∆E00 = 10

A -64.24% -48.75% -45.91% -32.32%
AL -77.92% -67.45% -64.05% -48.64%
AM -86.70% -78.89% -77.75% -64.05%

ALM -78.71% -67.29% -63.15% -52.35%
AML -88.13% -79.23% -75.30% -64.87%

L -46.48% -37.00% -27.62% -23.78%
LA -53.94% -48.62% -43.96% -35.03%
LM -52.03% -47.14% -43.64% -33.02%

LAM -53.73% -45.92% -43.41% -37.93%
LMA -53.00% -47.42% -40.44% -38.90%

M -88.14% -75.42% -74.30% -55.87%
MA -88.50% -78.21% -77.75% -65.25%
ML -86.72% -76.81% -74.26% -57.36%

MAL -86.96% -78.85% -76.23% -63.65%
MLA -86.91% -77.90% -74.84% -61.53%

TABLE VII
SUMMARY OF THE DATA DIVISION RESULTS WHEN USING THE DESKTOP

FOR THE CALTECH 256 DATASET.

Relative Gains

Cascade
Struct. ∆E00 = 3 ∆E00 = 5 ∆E00 = 7 ∆E00 = 10

A -63.41% -45.87% -48.35% -38.68%
AL -75.86% -63.88% -60.21% -46.93%
AM -95.08% -82.20% -81.81% -67.82%

ALM -77.88% -64.89% -58.57% -49.33%
AML -94.38% -81.73% -76.92% -63.49%

L -35.70% -31.64% -23.98% -17.98%
LA -43.41% -40.29% -36.86% -33.36%
LM -46.86% -40.99% -37.89% -28.50%

LAM -45.63% -42.09% -33.74% -34.20%
LMA -45.98% -42.19% -34.00% -34.26%

M -97.19% -81.65% -81.28% -62.90%
MA -97.15% -83.88% -83.38% -68.89%
ML -96.43% -81.58% -77.72% -59.07%

MAL -96.37% -83.46% -78.65% -65.21%
MLA -96.37% -82.41% -77.30% -62.32%

two teams. This dataset also provides manual annotations of
the positions of each player in the full length of the streams,
and has been used in several research papers [39], [40]. We
choose to use this dataset to test validate our hypothesis in a
real world application, while also enabling objective evaluation
and reproducibility. Fig. 10 illustrates a sample frame from two
cameras used in the dataset.

The developed algorithm uses team color information to
create a binary segmentation mask for each team, and to
detect blobs that are player candidates. The blobs that are too
big or too small are filtered and the resulting blobs are used
to define the corresponding bounding boxes. To obtain the
segmentation masks, we used the same approach as defined
in subsection V-A, and used a ∆E00 cut-off of 7 in order
to account for the differences in illumination in the streams.
Fig. 11 shows the result of applying the steps 1 through 4 for
the frame 50 of the stream 4.

This real application was used for a two-fold assessment of
our proposal. First, we evaluated if the segmentation masks
obtained for each team using just the ∆E00 formula was
equal to the segmentation masks obtained by application of
the cascade methodology. A second evaluation was made by
comparing the results of the implemented algorithm with the
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(a) Frame 35 from the stream 1.

(b) Frame 50 from the stream 4.

Fig. 10. Sample frames for two different cameras of the ISSIA dataset.

dataset’s ground truth, while measuring the processing times.
For this assessment, we show the results for the two most
notable cascade strategies, namely the MAL and MA, since the
observed behaviour is the same as on the previous application.

The segmentation masks, for each team, obtained through
the direct used of ∆E00 and with the proposed cascade
approach, were compared to assess the coherence of the results
and validate the cascade outcome. The comparison of the
masks, for each frame of the dataset videos, was performed
through the calculation of the Hamming distance. The result
was a zero distance, demonstrating that the proposed cascade
produced exactly the same mask.

The second evaluation was made by comparing the results
of the implemented algorithm with the dataset ground truth,
while measuring the processing time. These results are sum-
marised in Table VIII, for the different ∆E00 cut off values
and cascades. Even though the implemented algorithm was
somewhat straightforward and not optimised, we obtained a
mean precision and recall of 92.5% and 75.8% respectively.
The processing times of Table VIII support the previous
observations, showing significant gains by using the proposed
cascade strategy.

TABLE VIII
AVERAGE PROCESSING TIME AND FPS OBTAINED FOR THE STREAMS OF

THE DATASET ISSIA.

Cascade
Struct. Time(s) FPS Time(s) FPS

∆E00 1511.42 1.99 1542.01 1.95
MAL 240.17 13.05 664.92 4.64
MA 238.69 12.27 867.27 3.46

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The CIEDE2000 metric targets an important issue in com-
puter vision - the perceptual difference in colors - with direct

(a) Original frame 50 from the stream 4.

(b) Blobs detected bellonging to the blue team.

(c) Blobs detected bellonging to the white team.

Fig. 11. Detected blobs from the frame 50 of the stream 4.

impact and application to image and video processing. This
formulation has several recognized advantages with regards to
other state-of-the-art strategies, a fact supported by the classi-
fication of CIEDE2000 metric as an international standard and
its usage in many industry applications. Despite the recognized
advantages and the fact that it provides results consistent to
the visual perception (∆V ), its adoption has been impaired by
the high mathematical complexity and computational cost; a
drawback that becomes more relevant when processing large
amounts of data such as images of increasing resolution or
video streams.

This paper proposes a new paradigm for the application
of the CIEDE2000 metric to computer vision, with strategies
that allow a faster decision about color similarity based upon
simple properties and derived models. The contributions of
this paper can be summarized in four different steps. In the
first step, we analyse the CIEDE2000 formula and identify an
initial set of properties to be used for decision and filtering
color pairs. An underlying hypothesis was formulated: if a
given CIEDE2000 color similarity cut-off is set, then it is
possible to obtain at least one mapping function that produces
a corresponding cut-off on any property complying with the
CIEDE2000 metric. Secondly, the usability and validity of
the proposed properties was mathematically demonstrated,
and new mapping models were defined through the usage of
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regression techniques, trained on experimental data. Finally,
the proposed models were combined into a cascade approach,
in order to take advantage of the filtering modules and the
identified relations for a significantly faster computation and
decision of color differences.

The proposed filtering properties were: the euclidean dis-
tance between two RGB vectors, the angle between two RGB
vectors and the absolute difference between the L compo-
nents of two colors in the CIELAB color space, regarded as
Module, Angle and Lightness, respectively. This enable very
high processing gains using different strategies and hardware
platforms. Nevertheless, other properties can be analysed and
their benefits studied. From the evaluations performed using
these properties, it was observed that the order of the filtering
modules in a cascade strategy had a significant impact in
the resulting processing time. This suggests that a vectorized
approach using these properties would result in overall higher
processing times, as the calculation of the features would be
required at the start of the processing chain.

Even though the hardware platforms and programming
languages had a slight impact on the results, the proposed
strategies enabled very significant gains in all the experiments.
These showed a dependence on the desired decision boundary
on the result of ∆E00, but were always very high for useful
values of the metric. In the experiments, ∆E00 cut-off values
above 10 were not considered as such distance is deemed
to correspond to notably different colors. Nevertheless, the
knowledge resulting from the reported experiments and pro-
posed models enables implementations in a way that it can
adapt itself to different decision thresholds and hardware
platforms known a priori and given a context passed as input.
Additionally, derivation of the models can be optimized by
taking into consideration application centred color sub-spaces.
Moreover, additional properties can be studied and included.
In this case, a sensitivity analysis can be of great value to
avoid testing each cascade possibility.

The best structure for the cascade strategy presented slight
variations, but overall a small set of possibilities can be
identified, to be used horizontally with very small decreases
in the performance gain. When considering the data division
approach, the results are in line with what was expected and a
preferred cascade strategy that can be generically applied can
also be identified and, as expected, the overall processing time
is smaller with data division, as long as there are multi-core
CPUs available.
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